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Focus on revictimisation
Research carried out by the Ministry of Women’s Affairs has confirmed that a substantial proportion
of sexual violence survivors experience repeated sexual revictimisation. This often begins in
childhood or adolescence and continues across their lives.
Kim Ngarimu, Acting Chief Executive, says
the research has identified that victims are
more likely to experience further sexual
violence following the initial incident.
“The review of New Zealand and
international literature has shown that
at least 50 percent of girls and women
who are sexually assaulted are likely to be
sexually revictimised. It has shown that
survivors of childhood sexual abuse are
twice as likely as non-victims to be sexually
assaulted later in life.
“The literature also confirms that many
survivors of sexual revictimisation
experience multiple forms of violence.
Revictimisation compounds the negative
physical, mental, cognitive and emotional
effects of the initial experience and can
lead to further negative impacts.”
“To our knowledge, this is the first policy
project in any jurisdiction that has looked
at sexual revictimisation and it has given

us a strong evidence base for our work on
sexual violence,” she said.
Sexual revictimisation is likely to be
hidden but over-represented in groups
where other forms of vulnerability occur,
including; victims of child maltreatment
or intimate partner violence; women with
disabilities, psychiatric, drug and alcohol
problems, or who self-harm or attempt
suicide; Māori; solo mothers; beneficiaries;
and women in prison. In general, it leads
to increased, more severe, and longerterm outcomes among repeat victims,
compared to singly victimised or nonvictimised women.
Kim says the Ministry’s aim is to provide
research and evidence to encourage
others to take action.
“Internationally, very little attention
has been given to designing and
evaluating interventions to prevent sexual
revictimisation. We have been working

with government agencies to increase
frontline workers’ awareness and their
understanding of sexual revictimisation
and exploring what can be done to
prevent it,” she said.
The Ministry has held workshops to discuss
its new report: Lightning Does Strike
Twice: preventing sexual revictimisation.
It presents a complex picture of sexual
violence and revictimisation. It emphasises
the importance for early identification of
repeat survivors and the need to break
the cycle of repeat revictimisation, and
to provide consistent and appropriate
support for survivors and their families.
“We received an overwhelmingly positive
response at the workshops we held
to discuss the research. The findings
validated practitioners’ experience that
sexual revictimisation is common and
has profound impacts. The participants
welcomed the development of an
evidence base for New Zealand,” said Kim.

New Chief Executive appointed
Dr Jo Cribb has been appointed as the incoming Chief Executive of the Ministry
of Women’s Affairs.
Dr Cribb is currently Deputy Children’s Commissioner, Office of the Children’s
Commission. She has more than 10 years’ experience as a senior manager and policy
leader in the Children’s Commission, the Families Commission, the Ministry of Social
Development and the Department of Internal Affairs.

Dr Jo Cribb, incoming Chief Executive of
the Ministry of Women’s Affairs

Dr Cribb was awarded a PhD in Public Policy from Victoria University and holds post
graduate qualifications from the University of Canterbury and the University of
Cambridge, United Kingdom. She will begin her role on 19 November 2012.
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continued from page 1:

Areas for future work
Kim says the report and the
workshops with government
agencies have identified a number
of areas for government agencies to
consider in their practice.
“Firstly, we need to make sure that
workers are aware of and understand
the dynamics and impacts of
sexual revictimisation. We need to
ensure we have integrated service
responses that take into account the
co-occurrence of sexual violence and
other forms of violence against girls,
adolescents and women.”
“We also need a focus on prevention,
stopping this violence before it begins.”
“We know that no single factor leads
to sexual revictimisation. However,
the experience of sexual violence –
during childhood or adolescence, but
also in adulthood – is the best single
predictor of repeat sexual violence
and other forms of interpersonal
violence against women.”
“We will continue to highlight
revictimisation as a key issue
affecting women in New Zealand and
work with the relevant agencies on
what can be done to prevent it from
occurring, and to reduce the impacts
on our women and families,” she said.

Key findings
The findings of the new report show
that sexual revictimisation:
 is common
 often begins early in life and
continues across life stages
 often co-occurs with, and is hidden
within other forms of violence,
such as physical or emotional
abuse of children or men’s violence
against their intimate partners
 has profound cumulative impacts
across a wide range of life domains,
including sexual and reproductive
health and health risk behaviours
 substantially increases the
burden on health, justice and
social systems.
To access the report, please visit
www.mwa.govt.nz
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X
NACEW to advise
Minister of
Women’s Affairs
XXX

The National Advisory Council on the Employment of Women
(NACEW) continues in its important independent advisory
role with the move to the Minister of Women’s Affairs on
1 July 2012 and recent new Committee appointments.
Minister of Women’s Affairs Hon Jo Goodhew said she was delighted with the
transfer of NACEW and the Ministry of Women’s Affairs’ new role in providing
administrative and policy support to NACEW.
“I look forward to the strong alignment between NACEW and the Ministry’s
work to lead changes to enhance the opportunities for women’s employment
in New Zealand,” she said.
Since its formation in 1967, NACEW has been instrumental in influencing
changes to legislation and policy that have enhanced women’s employment
in New Zealand. NACEW was heavily involved in calling for equal pay
legislation in the 1970s, as well as supporting and influencing the
development of legislation for parental leave provisions from the 1980s.
More recently NACEW’s input informed government’s development of flexible
working arrangements legislation. Earlier this year NACEW hosted a forum to
canvas and identify ways to improve young women’s employment outcomes.

NACEW’s recent research
The New Zealand Women’s Employment Outcomes (2010) report identified
the pay and working issues for prime-aged female employees who work less
than full-time in low-paid jobs, in particular, in retail, cleaning and residential
care. The report covers what helps and hinders progress at work; practical
mechanisms that support progression; and broader issues that could be
considered by industry, unions and government to enable low-skilled women
to gain better jobs to enhance their skills and responsibilities, and increase
their incomes.
The Flexible Work Arrangements Literature Review (2010) synthesises
findings about flexible working arrangements from relevant literature
in New Zealand and overseas. It looks at the increasing interest in the use
of flexible working arrangements to address labour market pressures.
It also looks at different country approaches, the impact of legislation,
and the benefits and barriers of flexible work. For more examples of NACEW’s
work visit www.nacew.govt.nz

What is NACEW?
NACEW is an independent advisory body to the Minister of Women’s Affairs
on matters related to women’s employment. Its role is to provide advice,
express views and make recommendations to the Minister as appropriate;
make representations or submissions to public bodies such as Commissions
of Inquiry as appropriate; and promote the dissemination of information
on women’s employment. NACEW comprises ministerial appointees and
representatives from Business New Zealand and the New Zealand Council
of Trade Unions.
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Congratulations
to new NACEW
appointees

FROM THE ACTING CHIEF EXECUTIVE

We wish to congratulate current members, Traci Houpapa and
Galia BarHava-Monteith, on their appointment to the roles of
NCAEW Chair and Deputy-chair respectively, and also Dr Airini
and Norah Barlow on their appointments as new members.
The full NACEW Committee is below.

In July I had the wonderful opportunity to support the
Minister of Women’s Affairs Hon Jo Goodhew in her visits to
Washington D.C., and at the United Nations hearing on our
seventh report on the Convention on the Elimination of All
Forms of Discrimination against Women in New York.

Traci Houpapa (Chair, Ministerial
appointee) is the co-owner of THS
& Associates Limited, a consulting
firm providing professional advice,
business planning and organisational
development to the public and
private sector. Traci is the first woman
Chair of the Federation of Māori
Authorities.
Galia BarHava-Monteith (Deputychair, Ministerial appointee) is
a co-founder and Director of
Professionelle which is dedicated to researching, understanding
and addressing the needs of all professional career women in
New Zealand.
Traci Houpapa

Susan Peterson (Ministerial appointee) is the Chief Executive
Officer of Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited
New Zealand Branch. In addition, Susan has been leading the
integration of ING New Zealand Limited into the ANZ group of
companies.
Ranjna Patel (Ministerial appointee) is a Director of East Tamaki
Healthcare (ETHC) Group of Companies. She is actively involved
in governance, leadership and community services through the
group. Ranjna was a founding member of Total Healthcare Otara
in 2002, the first mainstream Primary Healthcare Organisation.
Dr Airini (Ministerial appointee) is the founder and head of the
University of Auckland’s School of Critical Studies in Education.
She is a member of the Winston Churchill Memorial Trust Board
and the New Zealand National Commission for UNESCO’s
Education Subcommission.
Norah Barlow (Ministerial appointee) is Chief Executive
and Managing Director of Summerset Holdings Ltd, the
third largest operator and the second largest developer of
retirement villages in New Zealand.
Barbara Burton (Business New Zealand representative) is Legal
Adviser for Business New Zealand, where she has been involved
in writing employer guidelines on topics such as the Human Rights
Act, sexual harassment and equal employment opportunities.
Suzanne McNabb (Trade Union representative) is the National
Women’s Officer (Education, Organising and Policy) for the
Tertiary Education Union of New Zealand, Te Hautū Kahurangi
o Aotearoa.
Lynette Olsthoorn (Trade Union representative) is the
New Zealand Nurses Organisation representative at
New Zealand Council of Trades Unions Women’s Council.
Lynette works for New Zealand Nurses Organisation and
previously worked as a registered nurse.

New Zealand on
the world stage
Kia ora koutou,

We are proud of New Zealand’s
achievements for gender equality.
This was an opportunity to review
and discuss what we had
achieved over the past few years,
and to reflect where more
progress is needed.

Acting Chief Executive Kim

Ngarimu in Washington, D.C.
We can do more to improve
outcomes for women and, in
particular, for certain groups of women whose experiences
do not mirror those of the wider population. The CEDAW
Committee has made a number of recommendations,
including some which we have been asked to report on
within two years.

One of the areas where New Zealand continues to not do
well, particularly for a developed country, is violence against
women. Our recent research into sexual revictimisation shows
how significant this problem is, how the risk of revictimisation is
higher for certain women and how it compounds the negative
impacts of the initial experience.
We are working with government agencies to increase
understanding of this issue and ensure there is focus on
prevention of revictimisation.
In July the responsibility for the National Advisory Council on
the Employment of Women (NACEW) was transferred to the
Minister of Women’s Affairs, from the Minister of Labour.
The Ministry has a new role in providing policy and
administrative support to NACEW. This is an exciting time for
the Ministry. NACEW’s work has included conducting quality
research into a range of areas to inform employment-related
policy. It has a proud history of achieving significant change
for women’s employment since its inception in 1967.
We look forward to supporting NACEW on the next
developments for women’s employment and to align
NACEW’s work with the work on increasing women’s
economic independence.
Congratulations to Dr Jo Cribb on her appointment as
incoming Chief Executive of the Ministry of Women’s
Affairs. I have thoroughly enjoyed my role at the Ministry.
Thank you for your support and for continuing to improve
outcomes for New Zealand women.
Ngā mihi

Kim Ngarimu
Acting Chief Executive
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Divergence in engineering careers
Women and men may start on the same footing in the engineering industry but after
several years their paths diverge.
This was the key finding from a study by the Ministry of Women’s
Affairs and the Institution of Professional Engineers New Zealand
into what motivates men and women to study engineering, and
any differences between men and women in terms of their postgraduation career experiences.
Joanna Gordon, Policy Director, says the research will be useful
to improve the numbers of women in engineering.
“This study confirms generic findings about the value of careers
advice, and indicates areas for the industry to focus on to improve
the recruitment and retention of women in engineering. The
solutions to these issues are complex and relate to a range of
factors including education, careers advice, flexible work, industry
training and environmental factors,” Joanna said.
The study was an online survey of 150 engineering graduates who
graduated in 2000 or 2005 from the Universities of Canterbury

or Auckland, and one-on-one interviews with 21 of the survey
participants. The aim of the survey was to understand whether
men and women have different career aspirations and whether
their career paths diverge over time.
The study provides a description of the engineering workforce
and engineering workplaces, re-confirms some findings
established by research in regards to career choices, and
indicates some areas that employers in the industry could
usefully work on.

This study confirms generic findings
about the value of careers advice,
and indicates areas for the industry
to focus on to improve…”

Suffrage Day celebrated at Parliament

M

inister of Women’s Affairs Hon Jo
Goodhew told guests at an event
at Parliament in celebration of
the 119th anniversary of Suffrage Day that
the long struggle of the suffragists shows
us it takes much time and effort to bring
about lasting change, and that everyone
has a part to play.
Mrs Goodhew said New Zealand continues
to be well-regarded internationally for our
gender equality but “we still need to work
towards greater economic independence,
improved safety from violence, and
increased representation in all levels and
types of leadership for our women”.

“The Government is committed to doing
its part to make this a reality. For example,
initiatives to reduce crime and reoffending
will help towards a safer society for women,
and reducing benefit dependency and
increasing skills will contribute towards
increased economic independence.”
“The Government cannot do this alone. The
challenge is for role models, mentors and
policy makers to encourage young women
to achieve greater economic independence
and fulfil their leadership potential”, she said.
The event also featured presentations
by Lynn McKenzie, President, Zonta

Minister of Women’s Affairs Jo Goodhew with Lynn McKenzie, President of Zonta
International, Vicky Robertson, Deputy Chief Executive of The Treasury and Sina Moore,
National President YWCA.
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International, and Vicky Robertson, Deputy
Chief Executive, The Treasury.
Lynn McKenzie of Wellington is the first
New Zealander to be installed as the
President of Zonta International, an
international service organisation that
works to advance the status of women.
Lynn discussed her role as Zonta President
and she told guests that gender equality is
the smart thing to do because it makes a
big difference to women, their families and
to countries.
Lynn said while many women in New
Zealand were very lucky, compared
to women in other countries, we had
to continue to make progress and it
is important to share with others our
“defining moment” which had helped us in
our paths. Lynn described it as “putting the
ladder down for future generations”.
Vicky presented about women who had
excelled on the international stage, her
career experience, the importance of
part-time roles for women, and her role
as a public sector leader. Her key advice
for women was to find someone you can
mentor and sponsor to ensure they can be
the best they can be and achieve what they
want to achieve.
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Key findings
The key findings from the
study include:
 The men and women surveyed
had similar motivations for
choosing to study engineering –
career opportunities and parental
influence being the most important
influencers for both men and
women. The importance of parental
influence is consistent with more
general findings about young
women’s career choices.
 Career advice and guidance
could be better for both men
and women, but particularly
women, as less information
about engineering appears
to be provided to girls.
 Visits to schools by engineers
seem to be effective at
encouraging people to choose
engineering as a study option.
 Women were more likely than
men to have moved on from
engineering as a career.
 The ability to work part-time
appears to be widely available,
but the trade-off is that being
part-time limits career progression.
The study indicated that men
and women tend to specialise
in different areas of engineering
and that this may be linked to the
evidence that there are some pay
differentials between men and
women in engineering.

White Ribbon
Day 2012
White Ribbon Day (25 November)
offers men the opportunity to be
part of the solution to end violence
against women. White Ribbon
is a campaign led by men who
condemn violence against women
and take action.
You can help effect change
by supporting White Ribbon.
For more information visit
www.whiteribbon.org.nz or join
White Ribbon on Facebook.

WOMEN ON THE MOVE
Justice Susan Glazebrook has been
appointed a Judge of the Supreme
Court, Justice Christine Ruth French
has been appointed a Judge of the
Court of Appeal and Sarah Janine Katz
has been appointed a Judge of the
High Court.
Therese Walsh has been appointed
to the TVNZ Board.
Paula Rebstock has been appointed
Chair of the ACC Board.
Kristy McDonald QC has been
reappointed as the Chairperson of the
Real Estate Agents Authority and she
has been appointed to the ACC Board.
Lee Mathias has been appointed as
Chair of the new Health Promotion
Agency Board, and Dame Susan Devoy,
Katherine Rich and Barbara Docherty
have been appointed as members.
Helen Robinson has been appointed
as Chair of the new Network for
Learning Ltd Board, and Linda Tame
has been appointed as a director.
Karen Sewell has been appointed Chair
of Te Aho o Te Kura Pounamu (Te Kura),
formerly known as the Correspondence
School, and Gillian Heald and Niki
Davis have been appointed to its Board.
Caren Rangi and Kirikaiahi Albert
have been appointed to the new
Charities Registration Board.
Katie Milne has been elected to
Federated Farmers Board.
Julie Christie has been reappointed to the
New Zealand Trade and Enterprise Board.
Dr Zoe Pearson and Larissa Wakim
have been appointed as members of
the Immigration and Protection Tribunal.
Pauline Winter has been appointed
as Chief Executive of the Ministry of
Pacific Island Affairs.
Helen Quilter has been appointed
as Chief Executive and Secretary
of Defence.
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Dr Jo Cribb has been appointed
Chief Executive of the Ministry of
Women’s Affairs.
Michelle Hippolite has been appointed
as Chief Executive of Te Puni Kōkiri.
Jane Glover has been appointed to
the Copyright Tribunal.
Enid Ratahi-Pryor has been appointed
to the Housing New Zealand
Corporation Board.
Tania Simpson has been appointed
Deputy Chair of Landcare Research.
Marion Cowden has been appointed
to the Institute of Environmental
Science and Research Ltd Board.
Dale Karauria has been appointed
to the Careers New Zealand Board.
Jenn Bestwick has been appointed
to the Tourism New Zealand Board.
Nicola McCully has been reappointed
as the Deputy Chief Censor of Film
and Literature.
Tania Tetitaha and Patricia
MacKinnon have been appointed to
the Employment Relations Authority.
Dame Anne Salmond, Carol
Hirschfeld and Cervantee Wild have
been appointed to the First World War
Centenary Panel.
Judith Moorhead has been reappointed
to the Liquor Licensing Authority.
Catherine Savage has been appointed
Deputy Chair of the Guardians of
New Zealand Superannuation Board.
Marie Brown and Georgia Farmer have
been reappointed to the New Zealand
Symphony Orchestra Board.
Elisabeth Welson has been appointed
to the Commerce Commission as an
associate member.
Susan Yerex has been appointed to the
Queen Elizabeth II National Trust Board.
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Measuring progress on
gender equality
Answering over 100 questions on all aspects of
the status of women in New Zealand during a
five hour session was the culmination of a trip
to the United States in July by the Minister of
Women’s Affairs Hon Jo Goodhew.
Mrs Goodhew’s trip to present New Zealand’s report to
the United Nations Committee on the Convention of the
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women
also gave her the opportunity to meet with senior officials
in New York and Washington D.C. who are working to
progress gender issues.
Acting Chief Executive Kim Ngarimu, who travelled with
Mrs Goodhew, said the meetings went well and New
Zealand’s work was well regarded.
“A particular highlight was a visit to the White House
to meet with Tina Tchen, Chief of Staff to the First Lady.
Tina is an incredible and influential leader, particularly for
creating awareness of the issues for women in the United
States today.”

CEDAW hearing
New Zealand ratified the United Nation’s Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women
(CEDAW) in 1985.
New Zealand submitted its seventh periodic report in
October 2010 and had to present this report to the United
Nations Committee in New York in July 2012.
Mrs Goodhew gave a 20 minute presentation and this was
followed by a five hour question and answer session with
Committee members.
Mrs Goodhew answered over 100 questions on the status
of women in New Zealand, ranging from migrant women
working on dairy farms to the relationship between the
Crimes Act and the Domestic Violence Act. Mrs Goodhew

Minister of Women’s Affairs Hon Jo Goodhew meets with Tina Tchen,
Chief of Staff to First Lady Michelle Obama and Executive Director of
the White House Council on Women and Girls.
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Left to right: Ministry officials Deb Moran and Kim Ngarimu,
Minister of Women’s Affairs Hon Jo Goodhew and Silvia Pimentel,
Chair of the CEDAW Committee.

was supported by Kim, Deb Moran, Policy Director, the
New Zealand Permanent Mission to United Nations led by
H.E. Jim McLay, Senior Private Secretary Rebecca Tane, and
by Ministry staff and other departmental staff on standby
in Wellington.
“The question and answer time was a very intense
discussion,” said Deb. “We had to cover a wide range of
material and our delegation was small by international
standards, for example, the Mexico delegation included
over 40 state party delegates.”

New Zealand was praised for its
work to address gender issues —
including combating gender based
violence and empowering women’s
political participation”
In the preparation for the CEDAW meeting the Ministry
called for nominations from NGOs to attend the meeting
and offered financial assistance for three organisations
to attend: the Māori Women’s Welfare League, the
National Council of Women and Pacific Women’s Watch.
Unfortunately, the Māori Women’s Welfare League was not
able to attend due to unforeseen circumstances. However,
a range of representatives from National Council of Women,
Pacific Women’s Watch, Shakti and Women’s Health Action
did attend the hearing. Deb said this contrasted with
Mexico which had over 70 NGO representatives.
The EEO Commissioner Judy McGregor also attended the
hearing to present the Human Rights Commission report
and meet with the Committee.
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Report from the United Nations
The Committee particularly expressed its appreciation
for the Minister of Women’s Affairs’ attendance and it
commended the quality of New Zealand’s written and
oral reports.
The Committee appreciated the contribution of the Human
Rights Commission and the participatory process the
Ministry of Women’s Affairs used in developing its report.
The Committee had read the reports, met with the NGOs,
met with the EEO Commissioner, and had carried out its
own research on New Zealand. The Committee’s questions,
and their final commentary and recommendations
reflected this work.
The Committee commended New Zealand for withdrawing
the last reservation to CEDAW in 2007 which means that we
now allow women to serve in combat roles in the armed
forces. The Committee also welcomed positive policy
actions taken in the areas of health and violence against
women. These included: the Employment Relations (Breaks,
Infant Feeding, and Other Matters) Amendments Act of
2008 which promote breastfeeding in the workplace; the
2009 legislative changes to ease issuing of protection
orders for victims of domestic violence; the ‘It’s not OK’
Campaign; and a campaign to promote cervical screening
for all groups of women.

Recommendations from the
United Nations
The Committee noted the following
challenges to the full implementation of
CEDAW in New Zealand:
 use of gender neutral language, particularly in regard
to domestic violence and violence against women
 pay inequality and pay equity
 status of vulnerable groups of women, including
women with disabilities and minority women
 impact of the 2011 earthquake on women
 impact of policy changes such as changes in legal aid
 adequacy of targets and benchmarks
 insufficient dissemination and promotion of CEDAW.
The Committee made a wide range of recommendations
across justice, health, employment and welfare sectors. It
has requested the New Zealand Government report back
within two years on issues relating to:
 data and information on the situation of women with
disabilities, rural women, older women and women
from ethnic minority groups with regard to their access
to education, employment and healthcare services.
 impact of welfare reforms on women
 impact of 2011 Canterbury earthquake on women
 forced and underage marriage and raising the
minimum age of marriage to 18 years without
exception for parental consent.
The next periodic CEDAW report is due with the
Committee in July 2016.
For more information on the CEDAW reports please visit:
www.mwa.govt.nz/our-work/international/cedaw.html

Violence against women and girls to be theme
for next Commission on the Status of Women
The Commission on the Status of Women (CSW)
is the principal global policy-making body
dedicated exclusively to gender equality and
advancement of women.
Every year representatives of Member States and observers gather
at the United Nations Headquarters in New York to evaluate
progress on gender equality, identify challenges, set global
standards and formulate concrete policies to promote gender
equality and women’s empowerment worldwide. This year in
February there were over 4,000 participants.

Next year’s gathering will be the 57th session of CSW and the
theme will be Elimination and prevention of all forms of violence
against women and girls. A highlight of the event is the large
number of side events presented by governments and NGOs.
For more information about the sessions and notes on how to
register and participate please visit the following websites:
www.un.org/womenwatch/daw/csw/57sess.htm
www.un.org/womenwatch/daw/csw/NGO.html
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In brief
2012 YWCA Pacific
Young Women
Leaders’ Summit
The 2012 YWCA Pacific Young Women
Leaders’ Summit was held from 23-27 July
2012 at Pacific Harbour in the Fiji Islands.
The Summit bought together YWCA
leaders from Fiji, Solomon Islands,
Papua New Guinea, Australia, Aotearoa
New Zealand and Samoa.
New Zealand was represented at the
meeting by Sina Wendt-Moore (YWCA
Aotearoa NZ Co-President, Mentor/Summit
training team), Rachel Bowley (YWCA
Aotearoa NZ Co-President), Sarah Croft
(YWCA Aotearoa NZ Board Member)
and Nive Sharat (YWCA Auckland
Board Member).
The Summit included two key events: a
five-day leadership training for emerging
young women leaders from across the
region and a three-day governance and
movement-building workshop for YWCA
General Secretaries and Board members.
The Summit is part of the World YWCA’s
ongoing commitment to build and
mobilise a critical mass of young women
leaders across the Pacific region.
The main outcome of the young women›s
leadership training was for the young women
to develop their own six month leadership
projects, which will be implemented upon
return to their home countries with the help
of the mentors from the training team.
These projects were eligible for up
to $20,000USD in funding from the
World YWCA Power to Change Fund.
This innovative model of working is a first
for the World YWCA and will provide an

opportunity for young women to turn
their vision and inspiration into tangible
projects to empower other young women.
It is also facilitating greater connection,
collaboration and mentoring between
YWCA organisations across the
Pacific Region.

Gender stocktake of
state sector boards
and committees
The Ministry of Women’s Affairs’ stocktake
of the number of women on state sector
boards and committees in 2011 has
revealed that women comprise 41.1
percent of these boards.
In 2011 there were a total of 2666
Ministerial appointees to 414 boards with
1095 women appointed (41.1 percent).
This is a slight increase on the 2010 figure
of 40.7 percent.
The stocktake report (available on
www.mwa.govt.nz), is at 20 December
2011 and breaks down the Ministerial
appointments by Government agency,
specific boards and the number and
percentage of women appointed.
The stocktake is a reminder to prospective
women who are interested in public sector
governance roles that there are many and
varied opportunities available. The Ministry
works to ensure it has the most-up-to-date
information on potential candidates.
The Ministry is working closely with
the private sector’s 25 Percent Group, and
the NZX on initiatives to increase the
number of women on private sector
boards. For the latest research and
publications on governance and gender

diversity on boards you may wish to visit
25percent.co.nz/top-reads and
25percent.co.nz/resources.

Accountants’
survey shows
gender differences
The New Zealand Institute of Chartered
Accountants (NZICA) has called on
employers to tackle the gender pay gap
to ensure they can attract and retain
qualified staff, after its annual survey
showed a substantial gender pay gap
between male and female accountants.
The 2012 remuneration and employment
survey indicated the difference is seen
from the outset of accounting careers with
male Chartered Accountants with five or
less years experience earning $7664 more
than female Chartered Accountants.
This difference in remuneration continues
throughout their careers with the gap in
average remuneration becoming as large
as $48,023 at 16 to 20 years of experience.
The gender findings from the survey are
consistent with a study carried out by the
Ministry of Women’s Affairs in 2009 which
identified gender differences within the
accounting industry.
This study concluded that the New Zealand
accounting sector faces a demographic
challenge and ongoing skill shortages if
steps are not taken to stem the flow of
younger women leaving the profession,
given the large number of men now aged
over 50 and, increasingly, younger men
appear to be less prepared to work long
hours. It recommended wider adoption of
flexible working practices to improve staff
retention and increase business benefits.
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